A gesture recognition method for Japanese sign language is presented.
recognize a finger alphabet of 42 symbols.
We then developed a gesture recognition system where each gesture specifies a word. Gesture recognition is more difficult than posture recognition because it has to handle dynamic processes.
To deal with dynamic processes we use a recurrent neural network. Here, we describe a gesture recognition method which can recognize continuous gesture.
We then discuss the results of our research.
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iNTRODUCTION
Research on artificial reality is being made to develop new media which can provide people with the sensation of doing something they are not actually doing [1] . One of the key technologies to provide reality is natural interaction between human and objects or living-things in the virtual world constructed in a com- Gesture recognition is more difficult than posture recognition, because it has to consider movement as well as posture.
We first mention the finger alphabet recognition system we had developed. Next we point out problems in sign language word recognition, and describe the gesture recognition system. Finally, we discuss the results of our experiments.
FINGER ALPHABET RECOGNITION
A system for recognition Japanese finger alphabets (42 characters) in the sign language was constructed [2] . The computational model called parallel distributed processing (PDP), using data structures called neural networks, was used for this system because of its learning capabilities.
It has been applied to models of pattern recognition. These models assume that information processing takes place through the interactions of a large number of simple processing elements called units, each sending excitatory and inhibitory signals to other units.
Principle of neural networks
Before discussing the method, we will introduce the PDP model needed for subsequent dkeussion. See [3] for details.
A neural network consists of a large number of processing units with multiple inputs and one output. As indicated in Figure  1 , the n-input signals are represented by an n-dimensional vector X = (X l,xz...~n).
The output from unit j is given by:
where Xi is the output of unit i, Wji is the weight of the link fbm unit i to unit j, and Oj is the bias of unit j, which is considered below as one of the weights to be adjusted. In general, the conversion function @ is a -W*" These weights can be determined automatically from the input and the desired output vector.
The back propagation method is widely used as a learning algorithm to determine the weights of networks.
With this method, a training set P of several patterns consisting of the input vector U and the desired output vector V&'i"d, is~ught~the sys.
tern, Once learning is completed, the network weight set W is determined and the mapping function T fi-om input U to output V is also determined. The square error ketween the resulting output vector V and the desired output vector V*Sired is defined as the energy of the network E as follows: 
Method
The finger alphabet was recognized using a neural network that employed a three-layered back propagation algorithm. Figure 2 shows the system configuration. As will be descrikd later, several instances of posture for the same character are taught to increase the recognition rate. It takes several hours to learn a set of Japanese finger alphabets using a SUN/4 workstation.
In the recognition mode, the most activated output node is supposed to represent the character for the given posture. The recognition process is done within several microseconds using a SUN/4 workstation.
Recognition rate
We evaluated the recognition rate for a specific person using the set of posture data. Table 1 lists the recognition rate for the patterns taught. made a dictionary in which data for six randomly selected people were used during the learning mode. We assume that features dependent on each person are generalized by mixing the data. By using a total of 252 learning patterns, six for each character, the general recognition rate increased to 92.9%. The recognition rate of the trainer was obviously higher and was 94.3%.
Automatic Recognition
There was a problem in the above recognition system.
Since the system does not know when sampling starts and ends, the operator has to manually indicate the timing to the machine. A more natural system is required which automatically detects delimiters of the input data.
In the network for finger alphabet recognition, each node of the output layer corresponds to one character.
When the value of a node is the greatest in the output layer, the character corresponding to the node is selected to be recognized. To solve the delimiter problem, a new method has been developed.
The method is to recognize and output the character corresponding to a node only when the value of the node is the greatest in the output layer and exceeds a predetermined threshold value. As a result, the system does not respond to vague hand postures that have not been learned. This enables continuous and natural finger alphabet recognition.
SIGN LANGUAGE WORD RECOGNITtON
Ten sign language words shown in Figure 3 Three problems must be solved to achieve sign language word recognition. to one word, and the word corresponding to the node with the greatest value in the output layer is recognized.
Encoding of input data
We improved the encoding scheme of input data to raise the gesture recognition rate. The position was encoded through three pre-wires having different weights (0.2, 0.5, and 0.8) and was given to three input nodes. Since the positional information from the Data Glove is the absolute position from the source, the relative position is calculated and given to the network. The amount of positional data was thus increased to reflect on the trajectory. 
Detection of the delimiter between words
Segmentation of a sign language word is useful in gesture recognition because there may be many meaningless movements between individual words. Methods for cheeking the starting and ending points of a gesture are implemented in the processing. This enables sign language words to be recognized continuously and automatically without specifying delimitem.
To check the starting point of the sampling data, we assume that each gesture always starts from a specific posture. This assumption allows the system to detect the starting of the data sampling.
As described in Section 2.4, the posture recognition system can automatically recognize the starting and ending of the data sampling, so we can use our posture recognition system as a starting point detector.
We integrated these two neural networks as shown in Figure 7 . The first network always receives the raw data from the Data Glove and determines the starting time of sampling. If the raw data is considered to represent a gesture, it is sent to the next network for gesture recognition.
The beginning posture of each sign language word is taught to this neural network. That is, when the starting point of a sign language word is detected, the sign language recognition process starts.
To check the ending point of the sampling data, we hold the history of the result at each sampling point as shown in Figure 8 . The end of a sign language word is judged from this history.
When valid results are presented continuously for a time, the system will assume that the gesture has been recognized, and will output the final result. When invalid results appear continuously for a time, the system outputs a message indicating that the gesture cannot be recognized.
I Figure 7 , Sign language word recognition system. J
EXPERIMENTS
Experiments on the recognition of ten sign language words were made using this recognition system. The learning time for ten words took 4 days with a SUN/4 workstation.
The learning rate was 0.01 and the momentum was 0.05. The sampling rate of the Data glove is 30Hz. The ten sign language words used for testing are as follows:
The pair of skilled -unskilled These words use the same hand posture, but they differ in the direction of movement.
The pair of father -mothe~Each word is represented by two movements.
They are the same for the first movement, but differ in the second.
The pair of memorize -forget These words use the same movement but in opposite directions.
The pair of brother -sister and like -hate:
These words usc the same movement and the similar hand posture. Figure 8 shows how the system recognizes the sign language word mother in (2) . Note that no data is output when t = O and when t = 1, since the data at three sampling points of time are input to the sign language word recognition network. At first, there is little difference between the output value of the father node and mother node. This indicates that the system confuses father with mother in the beginning.
As the mother-specific movement value of the mother node word mother is recognized. We evaluated how recognition rate has been improved with the method described in Section 3.2. Experiments were made to evaluate private dictionaries for specific people. Each recognition rate is the mean value of the five measurements obtained under the same conditions as the learning mode. The recognition rate with those encoding methods W= 96%, whereas it was only 80% without being augmented and filtered.
The recognition rate has been improved by using the new encoding method.
Certain sign language word pairs such as skilledunskilled, father-mother, and mewrize-forget, we easy to be confused with each other. The method using recurrent neural network in our system can hold sufficient past history to successfully recognize these word pairs.
CONCLUSION
A neural network has been successfully applied to gesture recognition. We use a recurrent neural network for the gesture recognition system. The proposed automatic sampling method is very useful for a sign language words recognition system. Several improvements such as augmented and filtered data work effective y. We are conducting further to develop a method for handling a large vocabulary,
